
Chapter 16:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
ARMED WITH ELITE QUALITY GENES,
EXTRAORDINARY GENES
Lu Yuan did not directly take out the two trophies to check.

After resting, he continued to move on the Gobi, planning to find a wind-proof
position before starting to check the loot.

……

When Lu Yuan left, there was a group of four human genetic warriors in other

locations in the gray stone forest area.

The four people are resting, and beside them, there are more than ten

graystone beetle bodies.

Suddenly a tall and thin man exclaimed:

"Look over there!"

Hearing the words, the other three raised their heads and looked over.

Following the direction pointed by the tall and thin man, they saw the flames

skyrocketing.

Suddenly, everyone's eyes widened, showing a look of surprise and confusion.

"What's going on over there? How come there is such a big fire?"

"Is there any treasure born?"

"Maybe a strange and fierce beast was born!"

"Or, let's go and see?"
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The tall and thin man turned his head to look at his companion, asking for
advice.

Then the tall thin man and the other two people looked at a strong man
wearing black metal armor and holding a big sword beside him.

"Boss, what do you think?"

The brawny man looked at the flames in the distance, his eyes flickered, he
thought about it, and then narrowed his eyes:

"Go! Go over and take a look! But be careful, there may be more than four of

us in this area. With such a big movement, other creatures should have

discovered the situation there, and maybe other creatures will pass by. At that
time, stay vigilant. Don't be overcast!"

The other three grinned upon hearing this:

"Boss, don't worry! We have been in the Land of Origin for a while, so I still

understand this!"

"Let's go then!"

The strong man stood up, holding his sword.

The other three also got up, with excitement in their eyes.

The four moved in the direction of the fire.

……

It didn't take long for the sand and rocks in the sky to be completely blown to

the ground, and the flames began to gradually extinguish.

As the fire weakened, two black-patterned graystone beetles screamed

maniacally, rushed into the wall of fire, and ran back to the side of the wooden
treasure chest after passing through the wall of fire.



However, they soon saw that the wooden treasure chest was opened, and the

contents in it had disappeared.

Squeak!

Suddenly, the two black-patterned greystone beetles screamed in anger, their
claws were constantly scratching the ground, and there were wisps of white

light flashing on their bodies.

Then they rushed out, searching everywhere for who actually took the things

here.

It is a pity that Lu Yuan has erased all traces, not even the smell.

It is naturally impossible for the two black graystone beetles to find the land
margin.

At the same time, four human genetic warriors gradually approached this

area.

The brawny man in metal armor wielded a big sword and walked vigilantly in
the front, followed by three men.

As they walked through a passage, they stopped abruptly.

Because not far away, three elves came out, two male elves and one female

elves.

The two sides looked at each other while watching each other vigilantly.

Before they could speak, three kobolds came out from another passage.

The three groups met and looked at each other.

Then a male elf holding a longbow gently spoke:

"Presumably everyone was attracted by the fire. We still don't know what's
there. Why don't we jointly investigate the situation first and then decide?"



Upon hearing this, the two groups of Human Race and Kobold exchanged their
eyes.

A black-haired kobold over two meters tall grinned:

"Hey, I have no opinion."

The strong face of the human race is cold:

"We can too."

The three gangs moved on at a distance from each other.

But they didn't take a few steps, they saw two dark shadows rushing out in the

distance.

After they saw clearly what it was, the three groups' faces changed at the same

time.

"Is it a black-stranded greystone beetle?!"

"Grass! There are two?!"

"Notice!"

The two black-patterned graystone beetles were also the first to spot three

groups not far away.

After seeing the three groups, the eyes of the two black graystone beetles were
red.

It must be you thieves!

The dog thief died!

White light flashed on their bodies, covered with a layer of stone armor, and
they screamed frantically and rushed to the three groups.

Combat skills, petrified skin.



Three groups of people: "???"

They looked at the crazy look of the black gray stone beetle, and they were a

bit blinded.

"Do combat skills when you come up?! What the ** are these two black

graystone beetles going crazy?!"

"These two black graystone beetles are crazy!"

"A warrior of the far attack system attacks!"

Several archers bent their bows to shoot arrows at the same time, but the bows
and arrows fell on the stone armor of the black graystone beetle, only leaving
a white spot on the armor, and then they were bounced away.

The elf woman had already burned her genes, and a head-sized fireball

appeared in her hand, and the fireball shot at one of the black-patterned
greystone beetles.

Boom!

The waves of fire raged, and the black-patterned graystone beetle rushed out

of the fire waves. The stone armor was a bit dark, but the momentum

remained undiminished.

Everyone's face changed suddenly.

"Gan! What a powerful defense! Block! Block! Don't let them rush to the back

row!"

For a time, the scene became chaotic.

……

And the culprit at this moment, a man who looks very handsome and is

destined to be the pillar of the human race, has found a shelter on the top of

the Gobi at this moment, and is humming a song and starts to check the spoils.



He first took out the light green ball of light.

There is a big sword in the light group.

Lu Yuan firmly grasped the light ball, the light ball shattered, and the big

sword fell on the ground.

The big sword is pitch black, about 1.5 meters in length, and two areas on the

sword are thicker, a bit like the joints of a greystone beetle.

Lu Yuan placed his hand on the hilt of the sword, and suddenly information

about the big sword was transmitted to Lu Yuan's mind.

There is no accident in Luyuan, this is the peculiar part of the Origin, and it

will be useful for some trophies.

The place of origin is so magical, no one knows why it happened.

No one even knows whether the place of origin has its own consciousness.

But this is not something that Lu Yuan should be concerned about now.

After receiving the message, a smile appeared on his face.

This great sword is called Beetle Claw, and it is a genetic weapon of elite

quality.

The difference between genetic weapons and ordinary weapons is that the
materials used in genetic weapons are special, which has an increasing effect

on the users.

Like now...

The moment Lu Yuan grasped the beetle's claws, he felt that his strength had

improved a lot, nearly doubled.

This is an exaggeration.



Of course, this is also because Lu Yuan's own strength is too weak, and the

elite quality genetic weapons are very strong, which brings him such a huge

improvement.

When Lu Yuan's strength strengthens, this improvement will become less

useful for him.

But now, this beetle claw is comparable to an artifact to Lu Yuan!

Not only that, Lu Yuan thrust the beetle claws into the ground, and the beetle

claws pierced into the rock like tofu. Compared with the black light alloy

sword he originally used, the sharpness was almost one sky and one

underground.

With this weapon, what a black light alloy sword, it's so thick!

Lu Yuan stroked the blade of the beetle's claws happily.

With this weapon, wouldn’t it be easy for him to kill the Greystone Beetle?

At that time, can’t improve quickly? !

Lu Yuan's thoughts moved, the beetle's claws turned into a cloud of black light,
merged into Lu Yuan's body, passed through the white mist, and finally turned
into a cloud of phantom floating around the gene chain.

This is another effect of genetic armament, that is, the blessing of genetic

armament can always exist, as long as one's original physical body can bear it.

If the blessing power is too strong, it will cause the original body to be unable
to bear it and eventually collapse.

After all, the power brought by genetic armament is only external force after

all.

For example, now, Lu Yuan just blessed the beetle claws, and he felt that his

body had a certain degree of saturation. If he blessed other genetic weapons,
then his body would not be able to bear it.



The genetic weapons have been checked, and the next thing is the highlight.

Lu Yuan had a look of anticipation in his eyes, and took out a white ball of

light.

Inside the light group, a number of strange silk threads are constantly

intertwined and circulating, which seems to have a strange pattern.

Extraordinary gene, this is the core thing of the gene warrior.

This is the first extraordinary gene Lu Yuan has obtained.
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